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Context for the solar cycle



Context for the solar cycle

Böhm-Vitense (2007)



Reconsidering habitability

Magnetic history and tidal locking can affect habitability
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Stellar ages from clusters

Ordenovic+ (2018)



Calcium H&K emission

Proxy for the strength and filling-factor of magnetic field
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Mount Wilson S-index

Duncan+ (1991)
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Mount Wilson HK survey (1966-2003)

Baliunas+ (1995)

• Started by O. Wilson in

1966 using MWO 2.5m

for a sample of 91 stars

• Increased cadence in the

1980's using MWO 1.5m

for hundreds of stars

• Survey stopped in 2003,

after more than 35 years

of observations



Seasonal rotation measurements

Donahue+ (1993, 1996)

• Observations with daily

cadence started in 1980's

to measure rotation rates

• Different rotation periods

in different seasons, as

active latitudes migrate

• Larger range of observed

periods for younger stars,

probes differential rotation



Skumanich relation

Skumanich (1972)

• Observations of rotation

and activity in the Sun

and a few young clusters

• Rotation and activity both

decline approximately

with square-root of age

• No stars beyond the age

of the Sun, so relation is

untested in this regime



Standard model of rotational evolution

Bouvier (2008)
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Stellar rotation from Kepler

Garcia+ (2014)



Stellar ages from Kepler

Chaplin & Miglio (2013)



Spin-down stalls near middle-age

van Saders+ (2016), Metcalfe & van Saders (2017)

standard 

spin-down

stalled

braking

• Older Kepler field stars

rotate more quickly than

expected from theory

• Discrepancy appears at a

critical Rossby number,

Ro = ( P
rot

 / τ
c
 ) ~ Ro



• Bright stars with ages

from asteroseismology

follow this same pattern



1. Slow rotation becomes non-differential

Featherstone & Hindman (2016)

Slower Rotation



2. Loss of shear breaks dynamo loop

Higgins (2012)



3. Decaying large-scale field stalls braking

Reville+ (2015)



4. Cyclic global dynamo shuts down

Egeland+ (2017)
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Metcalfe & van Saders (2017)

Evolution of activity cycles



Metcalfe & van Saders (2017)

(4 Gyr)

(5.5 Gyr)

(7 Gyr) • Stalled braking coincides

with longer activity cycles

and lower amplitudes

• Old stars eventually reach

constant activity state, or

cycle is undetectable

• Prediction: 88 Leo should

show a large-scale field,

while ρ CrB should not

Evolution of activity cycles



LBT/PEPSI data confirms predictions

Metcalfe+ (2019)



Magnetic morphology → smaller scales

Metcalfe+ (2019)



Activity-age relation is continuous

data from Lorenzo-Oliveira+ (2018)

• Activity of solar analogs

and Kepler stars decline

continuously with age

• Solar dipole field is ~1G

while unstructured quiet

Sun has B ~170 G

• Disruption of large-scale

organization is irrelevant

to integrated activity level



Evolution of magnetic complexity

• Saturation regime: 

range of rotation rates at

constant activity level

• Skumanich regime: 

rotation rate and activity

level decline together  

• “Habitable” regime: 

activity level evolves at

constant rotation rate

Garraffo+ (2018)





• Magnetic stellar evolution takes an unexpected turn

beyond the middle of main-sequence lifetimes

• Slow rotation becomes uniform, breaks the Ω-effect,

stalls magnetic braking as global dynamo shuts down

• New understanding can explain why the 11-year solar

cycle does not follow the pattern shown by other stars 

• Older G- and K-stars offer a stable environment, may

be the best places to search for advanced civilizations

Summary of conclusions


